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As America enters the twenty-first century, it is clear that the twentieth
was the century of immigration. True, the doors closed in the mid-
1920s—and for many, especially during the dark days of World War II,
they remained fatally shut until it was too late. But even during the hey-
day of immigration restriction, the back door remained open, which
means the Mexican presence also then grew. A temporary migrant 
farm labor program in 1943—known as the Bracero program—augured
the shape of things to come: immigration began growing in the late
1940s, and the path since then has been ever upward, indeed at an ever-
steepening slope. By the end of the century, the numbers of newcomers
equaled the flow seen at the century’s dawn.

Immigration is again transforming the United States—and does so 
in a particular way, since the newcomers head for urban America.
Today’s newcomers are far more likely than their native-born counter-
parts to live in the nation’s largest urban regions, making immigration,
now as in the past, a quintessentially urban phenomenon.

Thus, the immigrant masses are once again huddling. They are also
congregating, as before, in a handful of places. Nonetheless, the new
map of immigrant America looks very different from the old. New
York still ranks as a premier immigrant destination; likewise, Chicago
retains a significant attraction for the foreign-born. But immigration’s
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center of gravity has decisively shifted south and westward. San Fran-
cisco, earlier an immigrant town, remains a magnet for the foreign-
born, its pull intensified by the region’s vastly greater population. But
the capital of today’s immigrant America is unquestionably Los Ange-
les, that ill-defined blob sprawling over five southern California coun-
ties. And at the other end of the country, Miami, though a much
smaller metropolis than the rest, holds the nation’s densest concentra-
tion of immigrants; it was the very first to receive the new immigrant
tide and is still an entry point of extraordinary magnitude.

The newcomers’ tendency to gravitate toward this particular cluster
of places affects immigration’s impact; it also influences the prospects
for immigrant America. The urban centers at the heart of immigrant
America have very limited attraction for the native-born, which is why
much of the United States has been slow to be touched by the reemer-
gence of mass immigration, the expanded foreign-born population
notwithstanding. By the same token, the impact of immigration is
magnified in those few places on which the newcomers converge—
precisely why established residents of regions such as Miami, Los An-
geles, or even New York have been so prone to immigration anxiety.
There may well be an irrational side to these allergic responses to im-
migration, but one should not underestimate the rapidity of the ethnic
shifts engendered by immigration and the unsettling effects of these
changes. Moreover, one can find plenty of good reasons to think that
immigration’s effects may not be completely benign. After all, these
very largest places earlier welcomed other migrants, most notably
African Americans and Puerto Ricans, who started out at the bottom
and then lingered there, as did a disheartening number of the migrants’
offspring. The advent of a large group of newcomers may spell bad
news for those urban residents still at the margins, struggling to move
ahead at a time when the changing shape of urban economies puts all
less-skilled workers at risk.

Life in the big city scares off the native-born, who, voting with their
feet, have been departing the immigrant metropolis for other places,
where, as it happens, the foreign-born are not so frequently found.1 But
the metropolis offers something essential to the foreign-born: their
friends, kin, and compatriots, whose presence provides most, if not all,
of the resources needed to get started. Immigration is a network-driven
phenomenon, with newcomers naturally attracted to the places where
they have contacts and the buildup of contacts facilitating later moves
to the key immigrant centers. The importance of networks explains
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why immigration is so geographically channelized: the decisions of
prior migrants exercise a long-term effect on the options available to
those who follow them.2

But if immigrants find virtues in congregating together, it is not quite
so clear that they have selected the best places. Much of urban America
has gone through the wringer over the past half century. Many cities
have actually lost population, and manufacturing, long the key to the
urban economic base, has been severely hemorrhaging jobs. Still, immi-
grants have generally stayed away from the least robust urban centers.
Los Angeles, Miami, and San Francisco have all been gaining jobs and
people during recent decades, despite their ups and downs, most no-
tably the deep slump into which Los Angeles fell during the first half of
the 1990s. As for New York and Chicago, although their periods of
greatest dynamism belong to history, the economies of these number
one and number three urban centers have shown remarkable buoyancy
throughout the past several decades.

Each of the top immigrant destinations represents a going enter-
prise—and how could it be otherwise, since immigrants always move in
search of jobs. The potential problem with the continuing attraction of
urban centers for the foreign-born lies in the job structure. The econ-
omy of today’s immigrant metropolis has been completely overhauled.
Large urban economies still contain plenty of jobs for people who ar-
rive with few skills and must start at the very bottom. But, relatively
speaking, there are far fewer such positions than in the past and the
number is continually dwindling. While the same generalization holds
for the U.S. economy in general, it applies with particular force to these
capitals of immigrant America, whose persistent role in the economic
landscape rests on a particularly deep transformation in the ways of
making a living. The leading immigrant destinations have shifted heav-
ily to jobs requiring higher skills and education. Although this change
does not stop newcomers from finding an entry berth, it may well make
it harder for them—or their children—to hew to the path of upward
progress followed by earlier immigrants and their descendants. And im-
migrant concentration is unlikely to make matters any easier, with job
and wage competition among immigrants an inevitable side effect of
the newcomers’ tendency to cluster.

Of course, all of these processes are likely to work themselves out in
distinctive ways: the leading immigrant destinations are far from uniform
in structure or history; more important, they have come to harbor immi-
grant populations of very different types. The axes of variation are multi-
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ple, involving national-origin composition, the degree of ethnic hetero-
geneity, and skill makeup, to name just the most important. And it is not
simply a matter of East versus West Coast, or older metropolis versus
new. Each immigrant destination is in important ways distinct from any
other, reflecting both the ways in which geographic and historical partic-
ularities shape immigrant flows and the impact of the region’s place in
the urban hierarchy on the options available to arrivals from abroad.

Thus, this book is an attempt to reckon with the new immigrant
America in those places where its presence is most pronounced: the
urban regions of Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Miami, and
Chicago, listed in order of the size of their respective immigrant popu-
lations. Though the book touches on aspects related to the impact of
immigrants on these regions, its main concern is the issue at the heart of
the contemporary immigration debate: can today’s newcomers make it?

Many researchers have already weighed in on that question, but no
one has yet taken full account of immigration’s fundamentally urban
aspect. That so many new arrivals come with relatively low skills is a
central aspect of today’s reality, but other considerations are also key.
Of equal importance, immigrants flock to those places where the low-
skilled worker—regardless of ethnic background—is in particular
trouble. It is for that reason that immigration’s urban convergence
calls out for special attention.

This book builds on the research of the many scholars who have con-
cerned themselves with the urban dimensions of immigration. Even so,
gaping holes in our knowledge base reflect the striking degree to which
scholarly attention has been skewed toward some urban regions and
away from others. Consider, for example, the contrast between New
York and Chicago. The Chicago School of Sociology emerged in the
1920s as an attempt, in part, to understand the ways in which the im-
migration of the early twentieth century worked itself out in its urban
context. Though the intellectual influence of the Chicago School per-
sists, research on the new immigrant Chicago is virtually nonexistent.
By contrast, New York, home to many “New York schools,” but none
of sociology, has proved fertile ground for immigration researchers,
whose thread of important, insightful publications spans from the early
1970s to today. Until recently, Los Angeles received relatively little seri-
ous scholarly attention, perhaps because few researchers had met the
prerequisite for serious study of the region: overcoming their prejudices
against LA’s particular form of urbanism and urban living. But re-
searchers appear to have moved beyond their bias; the past few years
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have seen an outpouring of books and other publications on Los Ange-
les, many of them zeroing in on immigration and the region’s ethnic
transformation. Immigration scholars have also been hard at work
studying Miami, a city that shares many traits beyond its sun belt loca-
tion with Los Angeles. Immigration studies in Miami, however, have
tended to give short shrift to the demographic side, and the great major-
ity of work focuses on the dominant group, the Cubans. By contrast,
San Francisco, a region with almost as many immigrants as Miami,
though of entirely different origins, has been almost completely—and
unaccountably—neglected, an occasional monograph excepted.

This book therefore seeks to consolidate our understanding of these
leading immigration centers, adding to the established scholarship
where it exists and extending the information for those more neglected
immigrant urban regions. But we are also attempting something differ-
ent: to go beyond the single case study to compare the immigrant expe-
rience across this tier of leading immigrant destinations. While we cer-
tainly expect to find some similarities, the unique characteristics of each
of the places and the differences in their respective immigrant flows
highlight the ways in which the urban context matters.

Like many other studies of immigration, this book relies on the de-
cennial censuses of population—long the workhorses of immigration
research. For all their utility, however, the censuses suffer from one cru-
cial flaw: they rapidly become dated. The 1990 census painted a por-
trait of America as it looked in the spring of that year, a picture of di-
minishing utility in the early twenty-first century. At a time when the
relevant results from the 2000 census are not yet available, however, we
do possess an alternative instrument for apprehending immigration’s
contemporary reality: the Current Population Survey (CPS), the Census
Bureau’s monthly vehicle for tracking population during the inter-
census years. In years past, the Census Bureau periodically added a
question about place of birth and parents’ place of birth, but these
items appeared only every few years. Starting in 1994, however, the bu-
reau made questions about place of birth and parents’ place of birth a
permanent feature of each month’s survey, enabling us to capture the
changing reality of immigration through the late 1990s.

Although the CPS universe is far smaller than that of the census, 
one can combine surveys from subsequent years to build up a sample of
very respectable size—indeed, one sufficiently large to study particular
places, such as our five urban regions, or subgroups, such as immigrants
and their descendants. This book makes particular use of a combined
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sample concatenating observations from the 1994 through 1998 Cur-
rent Population Surveys.3

Admittedly, we pay a price for our effort to bring the story up to
date. Although the total combined sample is quite large (N � 412,520),
sample sizes diminish as we move to units of smaller geographic scale
and, within them, break down the population by ethnicity or nativity.
Consequently, we have focused on the larger urban region rather than
the key city that lies at its center or even the somewhat larger
metropolitan area attached to the urban core. Thus when we write of
New York, Chicago, or any other of the urban places to which we
refer, we mean the urban region, or “consolidated metropolitan statis-
tical area,” to use the official Census Bureau designation, and not the
city. (See table 1.1 for weighted frequencies for the total population and
for persons ages 25 to 64 years old in Los Angeles, New York, San
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table 1.1. sample size, weighted:
current population survey,
1994–1998, merged database

Total Population

Native-born Foreign-born Total

Los Angeles 17,135 7,569 24,704
New York 23,762 6,695 30,457
San Francisco 7,952 2,214 10,166
Chicago 10,858 1,622 12,481
Miami 3,604 2,193 5,797
All other 310,204 18,712 328,915
Total U.S. 373,514 39,006 412,520

Ages 25–64

Native-born Foreign-born Total

Los Angeles 7,386 5,109 12,495
New York 11,349 4,532 15,881
San Francisco 4,049 1,601 5,650
Chicago 5,344 1,122 6,466
Miami 1,517 1,435 2,951
All other 155,396 12,159 167,554
Total U.S. 185,041 25,957 210,998

Note: Totals fail to sum to 100 due to rounding errors.



Francisco, Chicago, Miami, and all other areas combined, cross tabu-
lated by nativity.)

Although the regional focus necessarily eclipses the differences be-
tween urban and suburban areas that have so long lain at the heart of
much urban analysis, it is in many respects a more useful unit than any
of the smaller alternatives. The distinction between urban and subur-
ban lacks meaningful reality in newer urban regions such as Los Ange-
les, Miami, and most of San Francisco, with the exception of the rather
small cities of San Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland. From the beginning,
the sun belt cities had little urban concentration and rates of density 
far lower than those in the East; their sprawl made for a multi-
nucleated metropolis, where any given center possessed limited eco-
nomic function. Moreover, the self-proclaimed cities of the sun belt are
best thought of as cities in only a nominal sense. While the City of Los
Angeles contains the most extraordinary combination of urban and
suburban within a single municipal jurisdiction, much of the urban
core, as defined in terms of urban functions, lies entirely outside the
boundaries of the city of Los Angeles. Chicago and New York, of
course, remain much more in the nineteenth-century mold, their down-
towns ever dense and still packed with employment within a range of
higher-order economic functions. Nonetheless, growth is increasingly
on the periphery; these areas have absorbed many of the central city
functions and, as in the sun belt, spread out over a wide space. In other
words, the city, such as it is, has been steadily embedded within a re-
gional economy, in which the broad suburban expanse is increasingly
urbanized and finds itself attracting a population of ever greater diver-
sity—of which the immigrants are one important component.

Urban Fates and Immigrant Destinies

This book looks at the nexus between urban fates and immigrant des-
tinies. Each chapter responds to the question posed earlier—Can today’s
newcomers make it?—tackling the issue from different perspectives.
Drawing on data from the five gateway regions, the chapters provide
fruitful regional, interethnic, and native-born comparisons, focusing on
wage trends, rates of employment and adequate employment, displace-
ment, ethnic niches, poverty, and the new second-generation immigrants.
Although the raw material is quantitative, all of the authors have sought
to make the discussion accessible even to readers with little or no back-
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ground in statistics. Throughout the book, our emphasis is on graphic dis-
play of quantitative findings, which makes the numbers easier to appre-
hend. Many of the chapters use more complex statistical procedures, but
the details are always relegated to the footnotes, and we have tried to pre-
sent results in ways that lend themselves to intuitive interpretation. The re-
mainder of this chapter, however, places our work in its appropriate intel-
lectual context, outlining the key debates that we have sought to address.

Immigration and the Urban Condition

“The problem of the 20th century,” announced W. E. B. DuBois almost
100 years ago, “is the problem of the color line.”4 At the time, the acu-
ity of the insight may not have been crystal clear, and few were then
ready to pay much attention to the arguments of a DuBois. At the turn
of the twentieth century, the United States was in the throes of a mass
migration, the arrival of so many apparently swarthy migrants from
southern and eastern Europe the main source of ethnic disturbance for
American elites of the day. In relatively short order, the foreign-born
became the unwanted, as restrictionist legislation passed first in 1921,
and then modified in 1924, fundamentally closed the gates. Without re-
plenishments from abroad, the teeming immigrant masses American-
ized; although still viewed with derision until well past midcentury, the
degree of hostility and apprehension lessened.5

The fading of immigration from Europe more or less coincided with
the advent of the Great Migration; as African Americans headed for
northern cities in search of opportunity, they provided a convenient tar-
get on whom Euro-Americans, new and old, could project their anxi-
eties and fears, a process that also allowed the racially dubious new 
immigrants to eventually become “white.”6 For African Americans,
however, the urban promise soon turned to disillusion. Like their im-
migrant predecessors, African Americans initially found a place at the
very bottom of urban social structures, but the task of moving up from
and consolidating those initial gains proved deeply problematic.7

Accounting for this difference in experience became one of the cen-
tral social science preoccupations of the past several decades, and re-
searchers put forth various explanations. The most deeply influential
view, enunciated with greatest force by the Kerner Commission more
than three decades ago and reiterated and strengthened by a number of
commentators, most notably the Harvard sociologist William Julius
Wilson, emphasized the role of timing.8 From this perspective, African
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Americans had the great misfortune of entering the large urban areas
just when their economies began to shift in ways that decreased oppor-
tunities for the less skilled. The basic bottom-level, entry positions
began to disappear. Opportunities somewhat farther up in the job hier-
archy became increasingly hard to obtain. White workers, after all,
were never all that willing to help African Americans get good-paying
factory jobs, and as the most desirable blue-collar jobs became less
available, resistance to integration stiffened. Geographic shifts in pro-
duction and residence made matters still worse: jobs went to the sub-
urbs, but the force of residential segregation made it hard for black
workers to follow; over time, even the suburban factory base eroded, 
as jobs leaked out to low-cost areas, first in the United States and 
then abroad. In some urban centers—Buffalo, Detroit, St. Louis, and
Youngstown, to name just a few—deindustrialization delivered a
knockout punch. Elsewhere, most notably in the very largest urban ag-
glomerations with which this book is concerned, a different type of
urban economy, organized around the processing and transmission of
information, emerged. But this new economy did little for less-skilled
African American workers, who once may have managed to hold a job
in the factory sector but lacked the proficiencies required by employers
in the service sector. Those too young to have known the blue-collar
city in its heyday grew up with other problems. In the well-known
views of William Julius Wilson, the unhappy coincidence of events—
the disappearance of the factory sector, the out-migration of the black
middle class, and the resulting social isolation of the poor—gave rise to
an “urban underclass.” Lacking the regulative structure of work, as
well as the institutions, informal connections, and role models provided
by the more complete ghetto community of old, African American
ghetto dwellers altered behavioral patterns and attitudes, responding to
the changes around them in self-defeating and self-reproducing ways.9

Just as Wilson’s argument gained unprecedented influence, urban
America began to change in ways that are seemingly incomprehensible in
light of the story just told: immigrants began flocking to urban regions
that purportedly had no place for anyone but the highly skilled. To be
sure, many of the immigrants were among the highly educated profession-
als beckoned to the city by the new, information-based urban economy.
Indeed, from a historical standpoint, socioeconomic diversity provides
contemporary immigration with its most distinctive feature: yesterday, the
newcomers almost always started out at the very bottom; today, many
begin at the middle of the job ladder, if not on the upper rungs.
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Still, the urban immigrant destinations with which this book is con-
cerned have been receiving immigrants who bear a distinct resemblance
to the arrivals of yore—at least in the sense of lacking the baseline skills
of the native-born population, a gap particularly glaring when the com-
parison focuses on the dominant group, native-born whites. As we will
note, not every region attracts less-skilled immigrants to the same de-
gree, and there is a good deal of divergence on this axis from place to
place. But from the standpoint of the received academic wisdom about
urban America, there is something deeply peculiar in the experience of
all the key immigrant regions: not only has the foreign-born population
burgeoned, these new, less-skilled urban residents are finding a place in
the job structure and often working at surprisingly high rates.

If the received diagnosis of the sources of urban distress is correct,
then the immigrant pattern represents a significant anomaly. Curi-
ously, immigration experts have not registered much surprise. On the
contrary: successful immigrant entry into the economy bears out a
crucial tenet of the migration theories elaborated over the past two
decades. Whereas we used to think about migrants as “the uprooted,”
to quote Oscar Handlin’s famous immigration history of almost five
decades ago, we now describe them as “the transplanted,” to cite a
slightly less celebrated but no less influential history produced 35
years later.10 The shifting metaphors of scholarly discourse about mi-
gration convey the essence of the new approach: we now understand
that migrants do not move as solo adventurers but rather as actors
linked to associates here and there, with the ties lubricating and struc-
turing their transition from one society to the next. Rephrased in the
jargon favored by the scholarly literature, the connections that span
immigrant communities constitute a source of social capital, provid-
ing social structures that facilitate action—most important, the search
for jobs and the drive to acquire the skills and other resources needed
to get started in a new world and, with luck, subsequently move up
the economic ladder.11 By contrast, social isolation appears to charac-
terize the contemporary urban underclass, its members lacking strong
ties to others who have the baseline resources needed for successful
insertion into the economy and all the other roles associated with reg-
ular work.

As concept, the underclass has infiltrated deeply into the vocabulary
of contemporary social scientific thinking about urban America and its
residents. But its conceptual status seems almost certainly less than sci-
entific: it provides a seemingly neutral label for categorizing undesir-
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ables, all the while obscuring interest in the nature of the domination
they experience, as clearly implied by the term. After all, there is no un-
derclass without an “overclass,” but the latter somehow never gets
mentioned in the discussion. Fortunately for them, immigrants enjoy
some degree of inoculation from application of the term. The under-
class, as concept, has the rhetorical convenience of providing a non-
racialized tag for African Americans, a more stigmatized group than
immigrants, who occupy a far more accepted role in the American
imagination and dream. On the other hand, that more privileged status
seems contingent on the willingness and ability, at least among low-
skilled immigrants, to continue working at difficult, poorly remuner-
ated jobs and under conditions that most Americans will not accept.12

For the most part, immigrants appear to be avoiding this danger, al-
though some groups are more marginal to the economy than others,
and many commentators have raised a red flag concerning the future of
immigrant children. Those worries have already stimulated some ana-
lysts to label immigrants as a potential underclass, as suggested by
chapter 5 in this book. Anxiety about the prospects for the least-skilled
immigrants is far from unreasonable, yet one must note that the avail-
ability and application of the underclass category is itself a source of
additional liability.

Assimilation

At the top of the immigration research agenda is the question of how
the newcomers change after they have arrived. The conventional wis-
dom, both academic and popular, says that the immigrants should
change by entering the American mainstream. The concept of assimila-
tion stands as a shorthand for this point of view.

Although it is the point of departure from which almost all scholarly
assessments begin, this particular perspective necessitates a skeptical
look. “Assimilation” is surely a peculiar scholarly concept, resonating
with that normative vision of national life that prescribes a direct rela-
tionship between the individual and the nation, unmediated by ties of
an ethnic type. Not surprisingly, it sets up an artificial contrast between
immigrants depicted as distinctive from the start and a national self,
imagined in homogeneous terms—that is, as mainstream—whereas in
fact it is riven by all sorts of divisions. That immigrants are surely dif-
ferent is beyond dispute, and yet the concept of assimilation hides the
degree to which crucial differences are created through the process of
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migration and by members of the host group. To mention the most ob-
vious example, farmers and factory owners deliberately and systemati-
cally recruit migrant laborers precisely because the latter have different
orientations to work than do native-born workers; at the same time, the
stigmatized conditions in which migrant workers find themselves gener-
ate unfavorable stereotypes that impede subsequent mobility.13 And the
dictionary provides a more expansive definition of assimilation than the
social science literature allows—namely, acceptance, a condition that
implies change on the part of dominants, not just newcomers. How-
ever, the scholarly literature on assimilation has yet to conceptualize
the mechanisms whereby dominants might exclude immigrants and
perpetuate the disadvantages that they experience.

For the purposes of discussion, we might do better by shifting to a
more descriptive level and making the terms of discussion more modest.
It is probably enough to ask whether immigrants are making progress,
though even here complexities of varying sorts quickly arise. In a sense,
everyone agrees that newcomers typically begin with a set of liabilities:
problems in speaking English, skills or credentials that may not be ap-
propriate to the U.S. labor market, and a lack of exposure to the ways
of American society, including the signals and credentials that tell em-
ployers that a foreign-born worker can indeed do the job as he or she
suggests. Over time, these difficulties are eased. As settlement deepens,
immigrants, regardless of skill level, see their earnings and occupational
status improve. If we focus on absolute rates of progress, the line is
pitched at an upward angle.

But most of the scholarly and policy debate focuses on relative rates
of progress, and rightly so. In a sense, all of our social indicators are
measures of relative well-being; that a person living below the poverty
line in the United States might enjoy considerable comfort as compared
to someone from an impoverished Third or Fourth World country is
beside the point. Moreover, the very notion of assimilation, problem-
atic as it is, implies a convergence between immigrant and host country
expectations: over time, immigrants, and certainly their children, are
increasingly likely to aspire to the conditions enjoyed by the average
resident of the United States.

In this light, the research consensus has moved from an optimistic to
a somewhat pessimistic view. The earliest, most influential view derived
from the work of the labor economist Barry Chiswick. Analyzing data
from the 1970 census, and thus comparing the very earliest of the “new
immigrants” with their counterparts who arrived during the 1950s and
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earlier, Chiswick found that immigrants began with a disadvantage,
but their prospects quickly improved. After the passage of roughly 20
years, immigrants’ earnings surpassed those of natives of the same eth-
nic background. As implied by the terms of comparison, not every
group progressed at the same rate; although Mexican immigrants ad-
vanced more slowly than newcomers from Europe, over time, they did
better than comparable Mexican Americans.14

Chiswick’s optimistic view was quickly challenged by his fellow
economist, George Borjas, who objected on methodological and sub-
stantive grounds.15 Chiswick extrapolated immigrant rates of progress
based on an analysis of a cross section of the U.S. population taken at a
single point in time. Controlling for other background characteristics,
he contrasted immigrants living in the United States for, let’s say, 5
years with those residing in the country for longer durations of 10, 15,
or more years. But this comparison assumed that the characteristics—
both measured and unmeasured—of recent immigrant cohorts would
essentially resemble those of their predecessors, making the experience
of the earlier immigrants a good predictor of the outcomes of those
who arrived later.

Borjas quite reasonably questioned this assumption. Migrations are
known to be selective: moving is hardest at the outset, making those
with the highest skills, greatest resources, best connections, and greatest
propensity for risk the most likely to spearhead a move. Over time, se-
lectivity diminishes, increasing the probability that later arrivals will
compare unfavorably with the pioneers who established the initial
beachheads. Moreover, the U.S. immigration system changed, starting
in the mid-1960s, in ways that lowered the barriers to migration, fur-
ther reducing selectivity. Thus, contrary to Chiswick’s assumption, it
seemed unlikely that the trajectories of earlier immigrants would pro-
vide a reliable guide to the experience of more recent arrivals.

Although Borjas confirmed that immigrants do indeed move up over
time, he also demonstrated that the rate of progress was falling. Analyz-
ing the 1980 census, he showed that the newcomers of the 1970s were
moving ahead more slowly than those of the 1960s, who, in turn, were
marching forward less briskly than those of the prior decade. Borjas
subsequently extended the same analysis, with analogous though still
more depressing results, to the 1990 census. Most important, Borjas
showed that recent immigrants do not catch up with, let alone surpass,
their statistical counterparts among native-born workers. And there is a
still more disturbing twist: as the comparison pairs native-born and 
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foreign-born workers of the same ethnicity, it tells us that Mexican im-
migrants, more than a quarter of all immigrant workers, suffer from a
growing gap relative to Mexican Americans, themselves a disadvantaged
group.16

Borjas’s results have been challenged and criticized, but they have
largely carried the day,17 as evidenced by their acceptance and endorse-
ment in the National Research Council’s highly influential 1997 report
The New Americans. As Mark Ellis shows in chapter 4 of this book,
consideration of the distinctive regional concentration of the immigrant
population puts the basic Borjas finding in a very different light. Immi-
grants are lagging behind natives, Ellis tells us, not simply because their
personal characteristics reduce their competitiveness in the labor mar-
ket but because of trends in the particular labor markets where immi-
grants cluster. Nonetheless, Ellis also underscores one of Borjas’s most
fundamental points: the gap separating new immigrants, especially the
low skilled, from natives is growing.

That gap now takes on a dimension not present in the earlier stages
of the immigration debate. The new immigration began at the tail end
of a period of historically high equality; since then, the distribution of
wealth and income has shifted in ways that make the United States a
far more unequal society than it once was. For immigrants, that
change carries significant peril: real wages among less-skilled workers,
of all ethnic stripes, have taken a very sharp hit over the past two
decades. Less-skilled immigrants are striving to make it in a labor
market oversupplied with poorly educated workers and in which the
terms of compensation have shifted sharply against the less skilled.18

Not all immigrant groups are equally affected by this change; indeed,
for some, especially those among whom highly educated, scientific
professionals predominate, the burgeoning demand for highly edu-
cated labor is good news. But the groups with a more distinctly prole-
tarian cast, most notably the Mexicans, are facing a structure that
may well impede their rate of upward movement. The new economy
has done nothing to dampen the demand for less-skilled immigrant
labor, nor to dislodge less-skilled immigrants from the places that
they have established, as we shall see in chapter 3. And immigrants’
children may not face pressures of equal severity, as suggested in
chapter 8. Still, the facts of the case—high levels of regionally concen-
trated migration occurring at a time of greater inequality—provide
grounds for concern.
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Ethnic Persistence

Although the literature on the economic progress of immigrants quickly
becomes preoccupied with matters of technical detail—as suggested by
the terms of the debate between Chiswick and Borjas described ear-
lier—its substantive concern is quite straightforward. For economists,
“assimilation” can be innocently understood as the process by which
the economic welfare of immigrants comes to converge with that of na-
tives. Economists certainly understand that any trend toward economic
convergence yields related shifts in patterns of residence, association,
and self-identity, but their concerns principally involve the dollars and
cents of the matter.

The sociological literature casts a wider net. Indeed, the canonical
texts on the topic were mainly preoccupied with the social aspects of as-
similation, at the expense of the economic dimension. Sociologists now
agree that economic progress is the linchpin of assimilation, driving all
other shifts in the social structure of ethnicity. Still, it is easy enough to
tie together the possible pieces of the package. At the outset, immigrants
stick together. Lacking resources and the know-how needed to function
beyond the ethnic community, they depend on one another, a depen-
dency that leads newcomers to settle in neighborhoods densely popu-
lated with immigrants and to work in the ethnic niches where their com-
patriots cluster. Over time, the type of economic assimilation described
by economists diminishes dependency, as immigrant options increase.
As settlers move away from the occupations and neighborhoods of
greatest immigrant density, their exposure probabilities change. In turn,
they are increasingly likely to encounter out-group members, and in
contexts that encourage closer associations. While the immigrants them-
selves are likely to retain strong in-group attachments, their children are
unlikely to share ties of equal intensity. Thus, the social networks of im-
migrant descendants from the second generation on increasingly cross
ethnic lines, leading to new forms of affiliation and identity that eventu-
ally replace those characteristic of the original immigrant group.19

This volume, in contrast to the earlier work reported in our book
Ethnic Los Angeles, does relatively little with the sociological interest in
these broader dimensions of ethnic change; such important topics as
residential integration, intermarriage, and language shifts remain out-
side of our purview.20 Rather, we focus, perhaps narrowly, on the labor
market aspects of the immigrant experience.
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